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Reading Spoons
• Each week there is a selection of wooden spoons at the front of the 

class. Volunteers can take a spoon. If you need to leave the class, please 
leave the spoon behind. 

• Every time a scripture needs to be read, a spoon holder raises their 
spoon when they have it. I will then choose a spoon holder to read the 
scripture. 

• As a thank you for volunteering, spoon holders will never be asked to 
expand upon a scripture or a related question (unless they offer to do so 
themselves). 

• This approach allows the rest of the class to follow along and think 
about the scripture.



52 Week Challenge Through The Old Testament - Week 33 
Psalms 29 to 56

• Unicorn (Psalm 29:6) is a Hebrew word meaning buffalo or 
bison (LDS Bible footnote). Unicorn is the the King James 
Version word for several related Hebrew terms that modern 
translations render as “wild ox” (Holman Illustrated Bible 
Dictionary). 

• As you move through Psalms don’t forget the lesson about 
Psalms found here. Joseph smith made many changes to 
Psalms in the Inspired Translation, an article here about it. 

• “dragons”, is a ‘jackal’ (Psalm 44:19). 
• Next weeks reading: Psalms 57 to Psalms 79.

http://bit.ly/2B12nON
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Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom: 
and with all thy getting get understanding.

Proverbs 4:7  



Understanding of what? 
Understanding of ourselves, 
of the purposes of life, of our 
relationship to God who is our 
Father, of the great divinely 
given principles which for 
centuries have provided 
the sinew of man's real 
progress! 

Gordon B. Hinckley 



What is Wisdom?
• Pythagoras (1891) was the first person who used the term philosophy, 

and who called himself a philosopher. He believed that man should 
not be called wise, only God should have the title of ‘wise’. 

• The word wisdom appears on average every 6.3 pages in the bible 
and is most frequently found in Proverbs (Old Testament) and 1 
Corinthians (New Testament). 

Q. What does it mean to be wise? 
Q. What sorts of people do you consider to be wise today? 
• Wisdom defined/described in the bible in different ways:  (1) craft 

skills, (2) fine arts skills and knowledge of animate nature, (3) 
instruction in morals, (4) knowledge of God, and (5) righteousness.



10 Scriptures: Wisdom
Luke 2:40 James 1:5 Mosiah 2:17

Doctrine and Covenants 88:118

Doctrine and Covenants 89:19

Isaiah 5:21

2 Timothy 3:15 2 Nephi 9:28
Mosiah 29:11

Doctrine and Covenants 58:26





Question 1
The fear of [Him] is the 
beginning of knowledge, 
but fools despise wisdom 
and instruction.

• God

• My Father

• Jesus

• The Lord



Question 2
My son, keep thy father’s 
commandment, and 
forsake not the law of 
[her].

• thy aunt

• thy mother

• thy niece 

• thy grandmother 



Question 3
Train up [someone] in the 
way he should go and 
when he is old, he will not 
depart from it.

• a worker

• a girl

• a boy

• a child



Question 4
[They] profit not in the day 
of wrath but righteousness 
delivereth from death.

• Kings

• Riches

• People

• Wealth



Question 5
[This] and [that] are in the 
power of the tongue; and 
they that love it shall eat 
the fruit thereof.

• Father and son

• Love and marriage

• Death and life

• Truth and light



The fear of [Him] is the 
beginning of knowledge, 
but fools despise wisdom 
and instruction.

• God

• My Father

• Jesus

• The Lord

Question 1 
Proverbs 1:7



My son, keep thy father’s 
commandment, and 
forsake not the law of 
[her].

• thy aunt

• thy mother 
• thy niece 

• thy grandmother 

Question 2 
Proverbs 6:20



Train up [someone] in the 
way he should go and 
when he is old, he will not 
depart from it.

• a worker

• a donkey

• a servant

• a child

Question 3 
Proverbs 22:6



[They] profit not in the day 
of wrath but righteousness 
delivereth from death.

• Kings

• Riches 
• People

• Wealth

Question 4 
Proverbs 11:4



[This] and [that] are in the 
power of the tongue; and 
they that love it shall eat 
the fruit thereof.

• Peace and war

• Love and marriage

• Death and life 
• Truth and light

Question 5 
Proverbs 18:21





• 31 Chapters. 
• 915 Verses. 
• 15,043 Words. 
• The word ‘wisdom’ appears 54 times in Proverbs, 

that’s one more time than the whole of the New 
Testament combined.  

• A proverb is a short saying that teaches wisdom, and 
contains one of three types of parallel: Synonymous, 
Antithetic or Synthetic.

Proverbs



The same thing is said twice, but with different words, to 
emphasis the point, or to clarify the meaning. 

Proverbs Parallels - Synonymous

Proverbs 3:11

Proverbs 17:25



The second line states the opposite of the first line, 
usually connected by the word “but”. 

Proverbs Parallels - Antithetic

Proverbs 10:2

Proverbs 11:17



“Synthetic” refers to the thought being a compound. The 
two lines are related to each other as a cause and effect.

Proverbs Parallels - Synthetic

Proverbs 22:6

Proverbs 15:3



or



At your wits end 
Bite the dust 

By the skin of my teeth 
Every cloud has a silver lining 

It takes one to know one 
Laughter is the best medicine 

Pride comes before a fall 
Too many cooks spoil the broth 

The pen is mightier than the sword  
Where there’s smoke, there’s fire



At your wits end (Psalm 107:27) 

Bite the dust (Psalm 72:9) 
By the skin of my teeth (Job 19:20) 

Every cloud has a silver lining 
It takes one to know one 

Laughter is the best medicine (Proverbs 17:22) 

Pride comes before a fall (Proverbs 16:18) 

Too many cooks spoil the broth 
The pen is mightier than the sword  

Where there’s smoke, there’s fire



The Topics 
of Proverbs



Think about the topic that is being discussed 
and what type of parallel the proverb is. 
• Proverbs 11:9 
• Proverbs 16:1 
• Proverbs 18:4 
• Proverbs 20:19 
Topic = Words and Speech

Proverbs - Topic 1

Synonymous: The same thing is said twice, 
but with different words, to emphasis the point, 
or to clarify the meaning. 
Antithetic: The second line states the 
opposite of the first line, usually connected by 
the word “but”. 
Synthetic: The two lines are related to each 
other as a cause and effect.



Think about the topic that is being discussed 
and what type of parallel the proverb is. 
• Proverbs 13:1 
• Proverbs 18:22 
• Proverbs 21:9, 19 
• Proverbs 28:7 
Topic = Family (Children and Marriage)

Proverbs - Topic 2

Synonymous: The same thing is said twice, 
but with different words, to emphasis the point, 
or to clarify the meaning. 
Antithetic: The second line states the 
opposite of the first line, usually connected by 
the word “but”. 
Synthetic: The two lines are related to each 
other as a cause and effect.



Think about the topic that is being discussed 
and what type of parallel the proverb is. 
• Proverbs 12:27 
• Proverbs 14:23 
• Proverbs 19:15 
• Proverbs 21:25 
Topic = Laziness and work

Proverbs - Topic 3

Synonymous: The same thing is said twice, 
but with different words, to emphasis the point, 
or to clarify the meaning. 
Antithetic: The second line states the 
opposite of the first line, usually connected by 
the word “but”. 
Synthetic: The two lines are related to each 
other as a cause and effect.



Think about the topic that is being discussed 
and what type of parallel the proverb is. 
• Proverbs 10:3 
• Proverbs 14:9 
• Proverbs 20:7 
• Proverbs 25:26 
Topic = Righteousness and wickedness

Proverbs - Topic 4

Synonymous: The same thing is said twice, 
but with different words, to emphasis the point, 
or to clarify the meaning. 
Antithetic: The second line states the 
opposite of the first line, usually connected by 
the word “but”. 
Synthetic: The two lines are related to each 
other as a cause and effect.



How Did Proverbs Come to be and how 
were they used in olden times?

 (October 1973)

Click the following to learn more:

37 Common 
English 

Sayings from 
the KJV Bible “Wisdom” (Philosophy) in the 

Holy Bible (1972)

http://bit.ly/2OUFpvE
http://bit.ly/2OUFpvE
http://bit.ly/2vvcqqj
http://bit.ly/2vvcqqj
http://bit.ly/2w11TT0
http://bit.ly/2w11TT0


Time to Ponder…..
Q.Over 30 common English phrases come 
from the Bible. Do you feel we have forgotten 
God’s wisdom? If so, how can we correct this? 
Q. Proverbs are short and simple phrases so 
families can teach and learn about God’s word. 
What ways have you found successful in 
teaching your family God’s word in our day?



Closing thoughts...
Theodore M. Burton said, “We must feed the spirit as well as the mind and as 
well as the body. I plead with our youth, get learning, and with all your getting 
get understanding. Get learning of the spirit. Get learning of the mind. Get 
learning of the soul, and become a rounded man or a rounded woman, learned 
in all ways, for I testify to you this day that security, true security, comes from a 
knowledge of the divinity of Jesus Christ. This is the beginning of all learning 
and of all wisdom. This is the greatest knowledge, the greatest learning, the 
greatest comfort that men can have. If men have this knowledge in their hearts, 
they can withstand all the vicissitudes of life. No trial, no trouble can come, but 
that a man or a woman can withstand it. He can rise victorious if he has a love 
of Christ and a testimony of his divinity burning in his heart.” 
Proverbs are inspired guidance from God to man. Seek wisdom, but desire 
understanding, as you do this your eyes will be opened to the mysteries of God.
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